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1. The cage
2. He remained indifferent.
3. The crowd of people piled up at the door will rush into the living room and make it a grand stand.
4. Siesta
5. Skill and forthright way of dealing
6. He never felt at ease among the rich.
7. Ten hours of steady rain
8. Flash of diabolic tail in the dark room
9. Parting with his poison
10. The peasants came like swarms of flies.
11. His hands are empty.
12. Living men starve at its feet.
13. A roof for homeless misery
14. aabb
15. Mathematics
16. Jagadananda Roy refused to obey Tagore's instruction when he sent for a boy to be fetched from 
his class.
17. Tagore solved the issue by asking Mr. Roy to be a part of the play.
18. Jagadananda's reply that the boys didn't go dancing and performing during his class embarrassed 
the teachers of Santinikethan.
19. Colleague
20. Narrative / write up
21. Character sketch 
22. Speech
23. Notice
24. Conversation
25. Profile
26. a) The sun shines when it rains.

b) A boy stands in the veranda and watches the rain.
c)Mother prevents the boy from going out.
d) The boy goes out to the forest and hides behind a tree.
e) Boy watches foxes' wedding.
f) A fox comes and hands over a dagger to the mother.
g) Mother shuts the door.
h) The boy walks out of home and reaches the valley of rainbows.

27. Malgudi Days 
28. Penguin
29. Octavio Paz
30. Anton Chekhov
31. The Seven Samurai and other screenplays
32. a) do you?

b) Haven't you thought about it very well?
c) you wouldn't be free
d) What are you trying to prove?
e) the more you endure

33. a) lied
b) was taking



c) why I was
d) surprised

34. Pen
        The pen

        The pen in black ink
       The pen in black ink which writes well

35. a) turned down
b) set out
c) make out
d) given up

36. Holmes asked Watson whether he thought their visitor was a doctor.
      Watson replied that there was a possibility to be so.
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